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simple, yet significant.

Widescreen is one system, cleverly designed to transform for multiple applications, internal and external, capable 

of wide spans upto 6500mm and long drops of 3400mm. The suite is packed with innovations encompassing ease 

of installation, reduced stock holding for manufacturers, superior esthetics and total concealment options. 

Simple, strong, adaptable, reliable and proudly Australian. 

The Widescreens spanning capabilities 

expand the possibilities for internal use. 

Combined with our Art Skin bespoke 

fabrics the Widescreen offers designers 

endless creative licence for individual 

flair

Art Skins bespoke fabrics hand 

designers the ultimate creative freedom. 

A state of the art custom skin service 

only available to our WIDESCREEN 

manufacturers, premium technical 

fabrics, sheer, backlit privacy and brown 

out textiles pop hi res designs. 

Get creative with Art Skins!   

TMArt Skins 
Bespoke fabrics for WIDESCREEN  Zip BlindsTM

P.S. ask about our bespoke drapery fabrics too.



IT’S WHAT EVER YOU WANT IT TO BE

simple, yet significant.



Widescreen cable guided blinds also 

offer in bracket blind leveling but also an 

innovative cable tensioning system. 

Sleek low profile stainless steel fixings 

allow the base rails to rest a mere 10mm 

from the base fixing points, there are 

recessed base mount options as well as 

a height adjustable hold down system 

designed using advanced rigging 

technology borrowed from the yacht 

racing  industry, simple, strong and easy 

to use.  

The Widescreen extrusions are designed 

to perform, the strong structured base 

rail weighs in at 1.7kg per meter 

minimizing the need for extra ballast. 

Widescreen is positioned to simplify 

production, installation as well as 

provide a well refined quality product to 

the end user..

The Widescreen system is packed with 

unique innovative features including 

front and back opening head boxes, in 

bracket blind level adjustment system, a 

floating base rail design and superior zip 

retention feeders with built in base rail 

stops compatable with Somfy Maestria 

motors

Other features include a new style blade 

seal available in 25 and 50mm, or the 

10mm bubble seal for level installations. 

These are just a few of the Widescreens 

remarkable features.

Combining these features with the 

capability to span widths up to 

6.5meters and drops of 3.4 meters the 

Widescreen is the ultimate zip guided 

external solution.

Zip Guided External Blind
WIDESCREENTM

Widescreen Zip Guided External Blinds 

provide full ventilation, shade from the sun, 

protection from weather, pests and 

enhanced privacy at the touch of a button. 

Manual or motorsied operation.

The system is packed with innovations 

encompassing ease of installation, reduced 

stock holding for manufacturers, superior 

aesthetics and total concealment options. 

Simple, strong, adaptable, reliable and 

proudly Australian. 

Widescreen Cable Guided External Blinds are 

the base system of our range, simple strong 

and innovative. Slim and compact base 

fittings, multiple adjustments unique hold 

down features and simplified cable tensioning 

components. Manual or motorsied operation.

WIDESCREENTM

Cable Guided External Blind

Widescreen is one system, cleverly designed 

to transform for multiple applications, 

internal and external, capable of wide spans 

up to 6500mm and long drops of 3400mm. 

Sunscreen, Blackout, Insect Screen, Clear, 

Small, Big, Motorised, Manual, External, 

Internal, Art ?...

It can be what ever you want it to be.

WIDESCREEN 

constructon stage channel installation
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Zip System

Open Brackets

Zip System

115 or 150mm Headbox

Internal unguided system

Open Brackets or

115 or 150mm Headbox

Silent Force Base Rail

Widescreen Zip Guided Internal Blinds 

are very versatile, commonly used as a 

blackout solution in Hotels and 

residential properties. The wide spanning 

capabilities expand the possibilities for 

internal use. Combined with our 

exclusive Art Skin service the Widescreen 

offers designers endless creative 

opportunities for individual touch.

Widescreen internal blinds Capable of 

wide spans and long drops making it the 

perfect solution for large openings 

reducing annoying light gaps.

Widescreen internal blinds incorporate 

the Silent Force noise reducing base rail, 

the rails architectural design features 

patent pending noise reducing 

components that eliminate harsh sounds 

associated with rails bumping against 

window frames.

The structural design and generous 

weight of the extrusion provides optimal 

performance on wide and narrow blinds., 

the weighty rail assists narrow blinds to 

roll true and provides superior fabric 

presentation on wide widths.

The Widescreen, It can be what ever you 

want it to be.

 

Zip Guided Internal Blind

 Internal Blind

WIDESCREEN

WIDESCREEN

TM

TM
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Cable system

Open Brackets

Cable system

115 or 150mm Headbox



 

07 5316 3500

QUEENSLAND OFFICE

sales.qld@abra.net.au

20-24 Saltwater Circuit,

Narangba 4504

silentshade.com.au

become a

Widescreen

manufacturer

become a

Widescreen

retail distributor
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